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editorial

For whom the bell tolls

BEAT.TRIP.GAME

I

remember the day that I knew cartridges
were out as a medium for video game content. It was March 31, 2001, and I had just unboxed my Sega Dreamcast. I was happily ensconced in the world of Nintendo 64, content to
stay ignorant of the newfangled technology thrown
at me in TV and print ads. I could wallow in the
dank corner of CD indifference because, as I told
myself, my PlayStation wasn't my primary system.
But much like the proverbial wool, my haze was
lifted through my longtime nemesis: Sega's last
beauty was calling and Crazy Taxi had my
number.
I couldn't ignore that crazy driving game with its
simplistic pull and monotonous music. It simply
was too alluring to drive around, pick up crude
passengers and drop them off for cash. As my
brain processed the laziness of it all, I had an
epiphany: This could not possibly ever be
achieved on a cartridge-based system. With that
single release of thought went 13 years of nonstop
Nintendo cheerleading.
I thought: “I have sold my soul to the video game
devil.”
Some years later as I held my now-ancient GBA
in my hands, I realized that I was right. The beauty
and splendor at the time that could be had with
Crazy Taxi was being martyred. By what you ask?
The stunningly abysmal failure that is Crazy Taxi
Advance.
If I could go back to my unboxing moment and
tell my 19-year-old self to lay waste and pillage at
the mere mention of that port, I would issue a decree written in blood.
That port is quite possibly the worst port
I have ever played, beating the likes of MKII on
Gameboy and any version of NARC or Hard
Drivin'.
The game proved that not every game should be
on a cartridge and the train wreck that is Street
Fighter Alpha 2 for Super Nintendo further cemented the idea.

Having a
musical
flashback
CRY OF WAR
Lyndsey Mosley
Folks, cartridges were dead long before someone
at the Agency of Common Sense decided to brief
me.
The days of the $70 cartridge proved to be the
hangman's noose slipping around the neck of preteen consumers blowing entire allowances on a
subpar version of an arcade favorite.
And let me be clear: This racket that Nintendo is
running by making you shell out $34.99 for your
favorite Pokemon/Chrono Trigger/Mario remake in
a new-and-improved cartridge format is especially
heinous. Cartridges were already dying an ignominious death and Nintendo did no one any favors
by nailing the last bastion of death into the cartridge's coffin by discontinuing the feature in its
new line of handheld consoles.
The fat lady has sung on the days of the hard
plastic glory that was cartridges.
Lyndsey Mosley is editor-in-chief of Gaming Insurrection. Contact her via
e-mail at editor@gaminginsurrection.com.

Epic status can be reached

H

as this ever happened to you?
You start a first level character for
your favorite role-playing game. You
play for a couple of weeks and develop a special connection with it.
Nothing strange such as believing
that you can bounce wall-to-wall like a famous superhero, but you do start to have plans for them.
After months of playing in this in-depth campaign,
you find yourself making plans for what you are going to do in the next session.
On non-gaming days, you and your friends sit
around and talk about the events of what have been
major points so far. You talk about what could have
happened differently and, most importantly, about
how each person's character reacts. The group you
play with, you just sort of click together. You have
stopped the smartest, toughest and baddest of
them all. Your band has been recognized throughout the lands as the ALMIGHTY DEFENDERS OF
THE MULTIVERSE!!
You saved the world from destruction time and
time again.
So what's next for your favorite character? For
some, those characters are saved in a folder and
never touched again. Basically, they are retired. But
just because they retired doesn't mean the
“troubles” will end. Harder mysteries are still unsolved, the multiverse still needs to be protected
and who will defend the people when the deities
decide to judge mankind for their deeds? Thus
starts an epic adventure for the ones who are not
looking to collect a pension for a job they can still
be doing.
What's the difference between a non-epic game
and an epic game you ask? I will try to clarify this
with examples. In the United States, a virus is released. Some people are immune to the virus; others are infected and become zombies. The zombies are strong and slow with a hunger for human
flesh. There are safe zones throughout the country
and to move to the different zones would be a nonepic adventure.
But let’s change that and add in that the zombies
had average intelligence, moved faster than the average human and had their own language. That
would be an example of a high-level non-epic adventure.
If the zombies had average intelligence, moved
faster than the average human, had their own language, knew a form of martial arts, some have borderline genius intelligence and the only safe place
in North America is Mexico City, Mexico? That
would be an epic adventure. An adventure so daneditorial

FROM THE DUNGEON
Jamie Mosley
gerous you are constantly on edge. You will plan
ahead for everything. The slightest sound will trigger the “fight or flight” instinct. You will sleep in
shifts, if you do sleep. An epic adventure means
you are always on guard for anything. Everything is
a life or death situation.
In an epic level game, the GM will not hold back
or pull punches. Now, most GM's do not use zombies in an epic adventure. They usually pull out the
big guns. A deity has decided to make the player
characters a hated foe.
Examples to consider include: Demons attack
mankind but for every one demon the players
sends packing three more take their place. A villain's loved one becomes the wizard supreme and
sends death and destruction towards the players. It
doesn't have to bring death to the players; it could
bring death to a host of others. A legend is told of a
child being born that will bring death to a nation
when it becomes three and the child’s birthday is in
six months.
An epic game is for the most hardcore of players.
It’s for people who want a challenge. They want to
test not only their characters' skills, but also they’re
looking to test their own wit. They want to know the
great mysteries and solve them. They want to stop
whatever danger that’s out there and have their
names written in the stars and placed in history.
In the end, they want to know that they did their
absolute best against the very best.
Jamie Mosley is associate editor of Gaming Insurrection. Contact him via
e-mail at fromthedungeon@gaminginsurrection.com

M

usic has always been a
passion of
mine. Ever
since I was old enough to
stand in front of TV unassisted without falling on
my ass, I've been bopping to music. From the
HBO theme of the early
1980s to MTV videos and
the radio, I've had my
head in music. So it wasn't too much of a surprise
when I discovered I loved
the music I heard in video
games.
Despite living in the
stone ages of technology
circa 1989, I learned how
to capture my favorite
tunes from a variety of
games. If it was the NES,
I could have my brother
hook it up to play through
his stereo so I could tape
it. Later, I learned that just
putting a tape recorder
up to the TV speaker
worked just as well for
what I needed. With the
advent of CDs in the early
'90s, I started buying
soundtracks. I didn't have
many but what I did have
was heavenly. By the end
of the decade, I still hadn't progressed past taping, but I now had access
to a PC and with it came
my digital explosion.
Once I moved out on my
own, I fully realized the
benefit of having a CD
player in my car and MP3
players. I bought Street
Fighter Alpha 3, Capcom
vs. SNK and Tekken Tag
Tournament just to hear
on the road to tournaments. Dance Dance
Revolution came next as I
was heavily into playing
at the time. Burning CDs
of the game's mixes became my specialty. At
long last, I tracked down
an important set of
soundtracks that were
must-haves on my list of
obscure music. I managed to find and buy the
Castlevania I-III, Super
Castlevania and Ridge
Racer Type 4 soundtracks in 2006. The 8-year
-old in me went wild when
I heard Wicked Child in
clear stereo, and I
promptly ripped it for my
phone and MP3 player.
Because my musical
tastes are as varied as
my day-to-day appearance, my video game
music selections will be,
too. I can appreciate just
about any gaming music
and I try to look for something interesting to catch
my ear and warrant a repeat listen. Keep an eye
and ear out for my recommendations.
Lyndsey Mosley is editorin-chief of Gaming Insurrection.
Contact her via e-mail at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com.
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Project gaming runway
Judging gaming’s characters by what they wear
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY

Photo courtesy of Tekken Zaibatsu

GAMING INSURRECTION

Fashion in gaming is an interesting topic. How do you judge a
character's worth? Is it by the
clothes they wear or is it
through their speech and
mannerisms? Perhaps it's
through a cursory glance at
their background. How ever
you do it, the video game industry certainly has its fair share of
colorful beings who know how to
dress for success.
THE SNK FACTOR
One of the first companies that really took
characters' looks into consideration was SNK
Playmore. Characters from their fighting games
such as Samurai Showdown and the King of
Fighters all have elaborate costumes and detailed streetwear. At the absolute height of the
Street Fighter/King of Fighters wars, SNK's designs made the Street Fighters look raggedy in
comparison. Now that's not to say that Capcom
was incapable of decent clothing design. Look
at Iori, Mai or Rugal. Now look at their Capcom

counterparts. While Capcom's characters may be
more well known, SNK's are more stylishly drawn.
THE TEKKEN FACTOR
The game that changed everything, however, for
fashion is Tekken. Namco has invested a great
deal of time and effort into the look and feel of
its signature fighting game characters. When a
potential player and buyer looks at say, Kazuya
Mishima, they are well aware that he has money
and power.
Nina resembles a contract assassin and Paul
looks as though he'd be at home in a street
fighting tournament.
Tekken is one of the better examples of
the evolution of gaming fashion and
graphics in general. If you study the
early days of Tekken, you'll find that
the characters looked great even if
the game engine needed refinement.
Now in its seventh iteration,
Tekken characters not only
move fluidly like real people,
but also their clothes, hair and
mannerisms
greatly
diminish
the gap between what is real and what
isn't.

COSPLAY COPYING
So what is it about fashion in video games that
inspires legions to dress up as their favorite
characters? One theory is that the character
resonates with the person. Another theory is
that the attention to detail in some designs is
so great that it can't help but be copied.
Cosplaying, whatever the motivation, is an
art form for many. You can't go to a convention, anime or comics related, without
seeing people dressed up as the character that strikes their fancy.
Several months ago, as part of this
feature, Gaming Insurrection made the
trip to Nashicon, held at its alma mater
of the University of South Carolina in
Columbia, S.C. (see sidebar) While
there we gathered photos of attendees, who represented just a few of
the thousands of video games and
anime on the market. Talking with
some of the attendees, we found
that it's really the coolness factor
of a character that motivates
cosplaying.
Elaborate
costumes, authentic props and
staying in character are all part
See FASHION, PAGE 5
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Fashion,character design crucial
to establishing mood of games
Mario series. According to published interviews with creator Shigeru Miyamoto,
Mario was drawn so in Super Mario Bros.
because of limitations in drawing and animating his hair. Also, according to Miyamoto, Yoshi was introduced in Super
Mario World because it was technically
impossible to animate Mario riding atop a
dinosaur before the advent of the Super
Nintendo. Miyamoto has gone on record
saying that he has wanted to include Yoshi since Super Mario Bros.
Going back to the Tekken example, look
at the leaps in animation between games
in the series. Each Tekken entry has successively improved the series' graphics.
By the time Tekken 5 hit the market, GI
was taking note of who looked real and
who didn't in the game's introduction cinema on PlayStation 2.

FASHION from PAGE 4

of the allure of becoming a character
you've watched, worked with or trained.
GI'S BLACKWELL LIST
We're no fashion bible, but GI does
keep up with the latest in fashion in the
real world and in games.
So who looks the best, according to us
you ask? Well, that depends. If you're
looking for practicality, we suggest going
w i th
S tr e e t
F i g h te r . N o th i n g
screams journeyman more than a
white gi, white headband and barefootedness. If it's refined glam and glitz, look no
further than Tekken. Everyone in the series looks good and the game is all about
smooth upscale quality. Also, it doesn't
hurt that just about every character looks
photo-realistic. Cartoony but intricate
sense of detail? King of Fighters is your
game. Everyday average joe doing heroic
deeds? Look at Mario and The Legend of
Zelda. We do wonder at GI how it's even
possible for Princesses Peach and Zelda
to move much in their elaborate ball
gowns.
GRAPHICAL EVOLUTION
Whatever style suits you visually, you
can't study fashion and design without
learning the evolution of video game
graphics. From the days of the Atari 2600
and 8-bit to photorealism in characters'
hair and clothing, graphical upgrades in

feature

MOVING DESIGN FORWARD

Jin’s Tekken 6
outfit is one of
Namco’s finer
creations.
Photo courtesy of
Tekken Zaibatsu

the past 25 years have pushed character
design to new heights.
Two examples of these leaps and
bounds in innovation are found in the

With the advent of better graphical engines and artistic talent in the video game
industry, expect to see better dressed
and designed characters. These days
you can't and won't see characters who
can't appeal to the masses through their
design.
A badly dressed character is not only a
blight on its game but also the face of the
character design side of the industry as a
whole. That means the days of outlandish
and garish Final Fantasy X outfits are being toned down in favor of conservative
coverings in games like Final Fantasy
XIII.
How ever you look at your characters,
know that someone in the industry is looking at the way they're dressed, too.

Adventures of a costumed samurai editor
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s editor-in-chief I
couldn't pass up the
opportunity to
cosplay again so I
prepared an outfit. I had
cosplayed before as two
Capcom characters:
Ruby Heart and Akuma,
my costume for Nashicon
2009. Looking for something non-fighting game
related, I chose Afro
from Afro Samurai. Afro
was easy to create simply because I had all of
the materials on hand.
I had nearly everything for the costume
laying around in my
closets clothing-wise
so pulling it together
was easy.
The hardest part of
the outfit was creating props, however.
Afro carries a
samurai sword at
all times and
wears the Nos. 1
and 2 headbands
during the series.
Creating the
sword required
folding a lot of
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tional sword. Creating the headband
was easier. Using white strips
of paper, I wrapped several
around my head, stapled
them together and drew the
Watch the Gaming Insurrection Show reporting from Nashicon 2010!
symbol on the front from a
Visit Gaming Insurrection’ s YouTube channel for episode s.
picture of Afro. Once finished

EDITOR’S TAKE
Lyndsey Mosley
with props, I worked on my
hair. Surprisingly, my hair was
actually easy to work with.
With a little brushing and
teasing, I found that I didn't
need to use a wig to create
Afro's signature look.
Recreating Afro's look took
about 20 minutes, with the
majority of it coming in the
prop work. Monetarily, I spent
$0 at the time of Nashicon
because I had all parts of the
costume already, but the actual pieces were no more
than $50 total when I bought
them. I had fun making my
costume and it's an experience I wholly endorse if you
have a creative streak and
want to have a little fun looking like someone or something you admire.
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ready, set, begin!

Fun in the world of Borderlands

PHOTOS BY LYN DSEY M. MOSLEY

Gaming Insu rre ction

Borderlands was released by Gearbox Software in October 2009 for the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and PC.

Roleplaying shooter offers sandbox adventure
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

I'm a gunslinger, baby. With
a “Tormentor” class mod, decent shield and regenerative
ammo, I am a killer. Of
course, this is only in Borderlands but when it counts, it
counts in body bags.
MONTH 1
I began playing co-op with
Jamie after encouraging him
to buy the game to play with
our friend Caylon. By the time
I picked up a controller finally, both guys had finished
the game, worked on the
DLC packs Zombie Island of
Dr. Ned and Secret Amory of
Gen. Knoxx and were
spamming Crawmerex for
good guns and loot to sell. I
was a little behind the curve.
Also, there were problems
that cropped up immediately.
The first was that I hadn't
played a modern first-person
shooter since the Clinton administration (see Strip Life,
3rd Quarter 2010). The second was that I was averse to
using an Xbox 360 controller.
I wasn't comfortable using
one and had touched the
console solely to play DVDs.
I was sure this was to be a
recipe for disaster. However, I
decided to be brave and
give it a shot. The game
looked like fun and the ability
to play together in a noncompetitive fashion made the
game a lot easier for me.
My initial character was the
siren Lilith. Learning to run
and gun, activate my skill
and wisely choose guns were
adventures in themselves.
Once I got past the controls
and developed my own way
of moving around in-game, I
learned to Phasewalk at the
right time and apply skill

ready, set, begin!

points to better benefit myself
and Jamie.
It was during this time that I
had my first run-in with
Badass Skags and Bruisers.
There's nothing more frustrating than trying to shoot an
elemental Skag with a
weapon of the same element.
And hearing that music cue
that a Badass is lurking
around a corner waiting to kill
you in one swipe is not particularly pleasant. But that's
the nature of the game, as I
discovered.

our co-op outings so I've gotten pretty good at picking off
enemies with well-placed
headshots. Running in with a
few point-blank range shotgun blasts and a transfusion
grenade gets me out of
harm’s way. To get out of
trouble, I Phasewalk with Lilith's regenerative skill built
up so that I can get full health
on return.
MONTH 3

After mastering Lilith to level
54 and a second playMONTH 2
through, I decided that I
would try a new character.
In the second month of Enter Roland, the soldier.
learning, I discovered what Thanks to Jamie using a
type of guns I favored. In a hunter character he'd named
game that boasts having mil- Richie Rich, my soldier was
lions of weapons, picking out extremely rich to start. At this
what I wanted to use was in- point, I was starting to reteresting. Playing around I member where objectives
discovered I preferred ele- were and getting a better
mental tech shotguns and sense of how to control my
sniper rifles. My favorite ele- character. Even the driving
ment is corrosive so anytime aspect seemed easier. I also
a decent caustic shotgun or knew what to look out for
sniper rifle popped up, I usu- when fighting enemies and
ally called dibs.
gained a better spatial and
I found that the shooting limitation awareness when
mechanics are pretty sound shooting, throwing down my
and easy to pick up with a turret and Phasewalking.
little practice. I usually play
I enjoyed the RPG aspect of
the role of sniper support in leveling up and scavenging

for items and weapons.
Where the game falters for
me is its tendency to throw in
some platforming elements.
Borderlands' strengths do not
lie in platforming; really, it's
the RPG and open-world adventure aspect that really
make the game shine.
One of Borderlands' other
strengths is its strong voice
work by Christopher Sabat
(of Dragonball Z fame). Anyone who can make crazed
cannibals on a strange
planet a draw in a game is
alright by me. It gets a little
repetitive but never old to
hear a Psycho screaming
“It's time to pound some
meat puppets!” or a Bandit
Raider say “You never should
have come here and now
you're gonna pay!”
The open-world aspect is a
big reason to pick up the
game. Although you have
missions to complete, you
can still roam around Pandora at your leisure. The
sandbox element works well
for Borderlands and makes it
worth investing time and
money, especially for the
download content. If you
need any incentive to play
Borderlands, take it from
someone who joined the
modern age of shooters with
it. This is something you want
to experience.

WATCH OUR VIDEOS
To see a videos from featured
ready, set, begin! games, visit
our YouTube channel.
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Soulcalibur II was released in arcades and for the PlayStation 2, Xbox and GameCube consoles. The different home versions
featured three separate characters only found in that version. T he PS2 version featured Heihachi of Tekken, the Xbox version featured Spawn and the GC version featured Link of The Legend of Zelda. Necrid, a Todd McFarlane creation, appeared in all three
versions.

Namco’s masterpiece gets 2nd wind
Soulcalibur II upgrades
gameplay,graphics of
series to the next level

WANT MORE?
For more
information
on the Soul
series, visit
our archives at
gaminginsurrection.com.

BY BRANDON BEATTY
GAMING INSURRECTION

I’d like to pay tribute to a
series that has changed how
fighting games are developed and placed emphasis
on melee combat. Yes folks,
I’m talking about the Soul series and one of its crowning
jewels, Soulcalibur II for the
PlayStation 2.
SCII is the third installment
in the Soul fighting game series and is set four years after Soulcalibur. After collecting enough souls to restore
Ostrheinsburg Castle, players find the Azure Knight
Nightmare and his followers.
The group is beginning the
restoration ceremony when
three unknown warriors attack the castle resulting in
Soul
Edge’s
evil aura
unleashing the holy sword,
Soul Calibur. Soul Calibur is
victorious in the following
battle, but when both swords
and Nightmare are transported to another location, a
sinister force appears, deter-
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mined to reclaim Soul Edge’s
fragments to unleash chaos
once more.
Gamers who are fans of
Soul Edge and Soulcalibur
will not be disappointed with
SC II’s home version. Every
mode from arcade to training
is included, plus a destined
battle for each character.
Original SC characters return along with four new
combatants and a cameo
appearance by Tekken’s Heihachi, the PS2-exclusive
character. SC II also gives
players the opportunity to
use extra weapons that are

based on speed, power and
defense attributes.
All characters are given
more flexibility in battle
with upgraded avoid systems
and new guard break attacks.
Graphical upgrades and
music round out the fighting
game experience. Soulcalibur has always been known
for its showstopping attention
to detail, and as a sequel to
one of the most graphically
ageless games ever made,
SCII doesn’t disappoint. All
three versions look similar in
content, so really it’s just a

matter of your preference for
system.
SC II brings home arcadequality gaming that fighting
game fans will want to play
repeatedly. This time, however, they won’t have to wait
in line for a great gaming experience.
Soulcalibur II is, without a
doubt, a new gaming classic
that has raised the stakes in
fighting games.
Namco Bandai has rereleased SC II as part of their
classic fighters collection
that shows that PS2 owners
who are skittish about buying
a PS3 can still have arcade
quality without breaking the
bank. In my opinion, well
played, Namco Bandai. Well
played.

ready, set, begin!
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Super Street Fighter II X for Matching Service was released for the Sega Dreamcast in 2000 in Japan only.

Final iteration of Street Fighter II the best
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

I'll go ahead and admit my
bias right now: I was not a
Street Fighter player back in
the days when Ryu and Ken
ruled the arcades. Although I
can clearly remember the
early days of Street Fighter, I
didn't care about it. I was
young, dumb and thought I
was invincible. I also foolishly
paid Mortal Kombat far more
attention than I should have. I
also admit that I did play SFII
right around '93 just to see
what the hoopla was about.
Call it checking out the competition, so to speak. However, Street Fighter didn't
really catch my attention until
Alpha 3 in 1999. I decided to
go back and give the classics a better look and so I
picked up Super Street
Fighter 2 X.
Now, for the Street Fighter
purists out there, this is a
gem among gems. If one
does a little research, they'd
find that this is the definitive
version of SFII and that it
never saw the shores of the
States until HD Remix in
2009. This is the missing link:
SSFII X for Matching Service
is worth the import.
If it isn't the ability to play a
game that until 2009 was
long-missing from our release

ready, set, begin!

dates, it should be the fact
that it's one of the last great
fighters released for the
Dreamcast (in 2000) that
makes it worth purchase.
You will hear GI say that the
Dreamcast was the first and
last option for great fighters,
and SSFII X is a large part of
that distinction.
Right down to the arcadeperfect quality, the game is
spot on. Play control is exactly what Street Fighter
should be, and though you'd
be hard pressed to get to me
play anything below Alpha 3,
if I'm going to do so I'm playing this because I can make

It's good for what is was and
you could say the graphics
are a little cleaner than the
earlier versions. This is, however, not the point at which
you compare the game to HD
Remix. While it's the same
game essentially, this is a
product of a different time
and a different thinking. For
1994 Street Fighter, which
was competing with the
aforementioned Mortal Kombat of digitized realism, this is
the best of the best when it
comes to hand-drawn goodies. Whether you enjoy this
game or not will come down
to one mitigating factor: How
much Street Fighter II do you
enjoy? If you're the SF player
that longs for days of fighting
magic with joypad converter game past and you have a
or a Green Goblin.
passion for Dreamcast fightIf you've heard Street ers, you're going to make this
Fighter II before, you're not a part of your collection. If
missing much here other than you can't stand the fact that
the songs are far more pol- Capcom rehashed SF2 yet
ished than their earlier coun- again, you're going to bypass
terparts. Instruments pop this without a
second
and everything sounds a little thought.
more refined. These are the
I'm in the first group, pertracks you hear whenever sonally. I have come to apCapcom wants to do a throw- preciate my hand-drawn riback to the SFII era, such as val's contribution to the gamwhen the original World War- ing sphere and I now genuriors' tracks were included in inely enjoy playing a match
Capcom vs. SNK.
or a hundred with my GI staff
Visually, I was struck by the on Friday nights. This is what
difference in graphics from Street Fighter should have
the CPS1 hardware versions. always been.
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The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past was released for the Super Nintendo in 1992.

Link to the Past ensures Zelda’s future
BY JAMIE MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

The story's roughly what
you'd expect from the Zelda
series: Link's a simple guy
who lives in a small house in
the middle of a forest. He's
awoken one rainy night by
the voice of Princess Zelda,
who has been imprisoned in
her castle by an evil wizard.
This sets the tale in motion
and sets you off on a large
adventure in the traditional
Zelda style.
There are plenty of dungeons to explore and a large
overworld
to
navigate.
There's also a dark world to
visit, which is a not-quiteright version of the regular,
light world. In case you're unfamiliar with the game, this
dual-dimension action is
much like the young Link/old
Link change in Ocarina of
Time, or, to a lesser extent,
the human/wolf form changes
in Twilight Princess. You'll occasionally need to visit the
dark side to navigate passages that are blocked on
the light side and vice versa.
A Link to the Past is a
lengthy adventure, even if
you sort of remember what to
do from a past playthrough.
There's a lot to do and see
before you reach the final
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confrontation, and almost all
of it is an epic adventure.
This is a great game. The
graphics are beautiful and it’s
full of bright colors. The detail
that the artists put into their
artwork can be seen in every
frame. I rate this easily, as far
as graphics are involved, the
best-looking game on the Super Nintendo. The music of
the game helps keep you intempo with the current events
of Hyrule at anytime. If you
love adventure, this is the
game for you. If you love
Zelda, then you are most

likely telling people about this
game.
If you would like to start
playing a Legend of Zelda
game, then get a strategy
guide and dive into this great
adventure.
I am not spending that
much time reviewing this
game, because I know that it
has been reviewed to
death. Instead, I would like to
point out key points about the
development of this game.
The Legend of Zelda: A Link
to the Past was originally
slated to be released on the

NES in 1988, but was
brought over to the SNES a
year later.
Because of the success of
the other Legend of Zelda
titles, Nintendo was able invest mad cheddar and time
in the development of this
game. I think it’s safe to say it
shows. At the time, SNES
games had 512 KB of memory. The game came along
with 1 MB of memory to blow
just about everything else out
of the water until Super
Metroid was released.
A little-known fact is that A
Link to the Past and Super
Mario World used a graphic
compression method on the
SNES. Another interesting
note was that a few things
got lost in translation. In Japan, it was called The Triforce of the Gods. Here in
America, Nintendo had a
strict policy against any religious references and thus
that was changed, much like
the spell Holy in most of the
early Final Fantasy releases.
Despite the censorship in
the U.S., A Link to the Past
sold 4.61 million copies
worldwide.
This is a solid game for the
family. If you haven't played
it, I would suggest doing so
now. You won't be disappointed.

ready, set, begin!

tech geeks
SONY WALKMAN MP3 PLAYER
A vast improvement over the original
Sony Walkman MP3 player in every way,
the E-series is smartly designed with
mpeg-4 support. The battery life is good
and the options for sound have improved. Not much else has changed,
however. It still has video playback, picture preview and the ability to update the
player with songs through Windows Explorer or Mac's Finder. Hard drive sizes
offered are 4GB, 8GB and 16 GB.
Price: $79.99 for 8GB, $99.99 for 16GB
Where to buy: Best Buy, Amazon.com,
Sony.com

NINTENDO GAMEBAG
This backpack bag from Nintendo
should be the first and last case you buy
to carry your portable Nintendo systems
and equipment. It's lightweight, easy to
handle and holds a lot of items. There are
pockets on the outside but we rarely use
them in favor of the inside banded straps
and pouches. It even has a cute hook on
the inside of the lid that's perfect for a DS
screen-cleaning wipe.

Price: $9.99
Where to buy: Gamestop

HD CAMCORDER
This camcorder isn't the greatest at
taking video and still photos but it does
a halfway decent job capturing. The
quality of the video and still photos can
be adjusted for HD, but during our
tests the photos are fuzzy on all levels.
Also, battery usage isn't the greatest.
We quickly found that the rechargeable
battery provided lasted about 3 hours
and charging it through the USB cord
provided isn't a solution. On the plus
side, the memory can be expanded
with an SD card. For an off-brand camera it works but it does the minimum in
capturing video and photos come with
a word of caution.
Price: $75
Where to buy: JC Penney

tech geeks
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Mario All-Stars freshens franchise
Super Mario
All-Stars was
released for
the Super
Nintendo in
1993. It featured remakes
of the first
three Super
Mario games
and Lost
Levels, known
as Super
Mario Bros. 2
in Japan. For
more information on the
Mario series,
visit our
archives at

gaminginsurrection.com
PHOTOS BY
LYNDSEY M.
MOSLEY
Gaming
Insurrection

Super collection for Super Nintendo
BY LYNDSEY MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

When I think of old standby
games that are always good
for invoking the golden age
of gaming, Super Mario AllStars is at the top of the list.
This is Mario at his finest: Repackaged nostalgia with a
hint of the unknown.
Nevermind that when this
cart was released, the games
in the packaged deal, Super
Mario Bros. 1-3, were not
even 10 years old. Super
Mario Bros. was 8, Super
Mario Bros. 2 and Super
Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels
were 5 and Super Mario
Bros. 3 was barely 3.
Make no mistake, this was
the beginning of Nintendo's
flirtation with releasing repackaged content to make
an extra buck off of proven
sellers. It worked.
It isn't just the new coat of
paint that all of the games
received that makes this
worth buying. It's the addition
of new features, such as the
ability to save progress, that
push it into the must-buy
category.
That feature alone makes
Super Mario Bros. 2 and 3
infinitely more enjoyable and
playable.
Also, we Americans finally
received Lost Levels aka Super Mario Bros. 2 in Japan.
While I can see the gripes
about difficulty and repetitiveness with regards to
SMB, we should all be fortunate that someone at Nintendo thought about the new
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breed of gamer who wants it
all no matter the travails and
indignities.
Although there was something new, in the form of an
extra game, there isn't much
that did change. The music
d oe sn' t
h av e
muc h
added except for new sound
effects and more instruments.
If you can jazz up Super
Mario Bros. one more time to
sell a cart, this is the example from which you should
steal your ideas. The music is
the same old Mario you've
grown up with but more refined.
Music has even been
added
in
places
that
didn't have it in the original
version.
Take for example, the introduction screen for SMB3.
The original featured silent

action from the Mario Bros.
set to the backdrop of the
Mushroom Kingdom. Even
though there are a few things
in the scene that Mario technically could not do yet (i.e.
look upward), it was pretty
much quiet.
However, in the All-Stars
version a new theme permeates the action. Familiar
strains of the water theme of
level 2-2 yesteryear can be
heard as Mario outwits his
brother Luigi and assorted
enemies under Bowser's employ.
It fits perfectly and now I
can't imagine how I played
the original with no music. All
of the sound, much like that
introduction, has a cleaned
up polished feel.
The biggest employers of
polish in the game are the
graphics. Every game has a

well-deserved fresh coat of
paint. In SMB2, junglethemed cave backgrounds
now actually have a jungle
feel to them. In SMB the
Mushroom Kingdom has
never looked better with
higher-resolution sprites and
brighter color. Everything just
looks cleaner, crisper … better.
Mario All-Stars was also the
first of the Mario trilogy remakes to make an effort to fix
bugs.
No longer can you get to
the minus world in SMB or
make Bowser not shoot fireballs at the end of SMB3.
There are still some glitches
to be sure, but the majority
were fixed here and not left
to go through to the Gameboy Advance releases.
It's one of the few times that
Nintendo seemed to rerelease a game or games
that really deserved it
with more than just a little fixing.
Super Mario All-Stars is
worth the purchase, if not for
the fixes and musical and
graphical tuneups, then for
the inclusion of Lost Levels
alone.
Nintendo took a stellar set
of games, polished them and
made them even better by
pulling together this package.
Add the ability to save in all
of the games, all of which are
notorious for forcing restarts
in every playthrough, and
you have what is an essential
title for any SNES owner or
Mario fan.

retrograde

Tekken Tag Tournament

PHOTOS BY JAM IE MOSL
MOSLEY
EY
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Tekken Tag Tournament was released for the PlayStation 2 in 2000 as a launch title. The game f eatures every Tekken character
created up to Tekken 3.

Tag up for 2 Kings of the Iron Fist
BY BRANDON BEATTY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Jin Kazuma. King. Ling Xiaoyu. Anna
Williams. Tekken fans, you know the
names and moves. Now imagine for a
second if you were able to put two of
your favorite characters in a Tekken
tournament and there were not one, but
two Kings of the Iron Fist?
Tekken Tag is the fourth installment of
the smash-hit gaming series. While all of
the series’ previous characters through
Tekken 3 are here, this isn’t considered
a crucial element of the series’ storyline.
With 36 characters to choose from, favorites face off against other tag teams
until a fight with new boss character Unknown.
Tagging in and out is a new feature for
Tekken and hasn’t been used since. The
way tagging works is that players have
the option to option in their second
character (a la WWE) wrestling to save
energy and develop strategies to defeat
their opponents. However, if not used
wisely, the tag option can spell doom for
a team if a character is KO’ed and the
round ends. You can also play with a
friend and work out ways to tag in and
out for combos.
If you wanted Tekken to get more primal in its fighting action, two-on-two melee action is an upgrade ticket to the
best in martial arts gaming today. The
graphics are a perfect port from the
original arcade version with a little more
clarity, thanks in part to Tekken 3’s
graphic engine. The movements of
characters are great but are much better in the arcade version since control
and graphics are synched to move the
game along without any lag.
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The score gets a makeover as well.
The Tekken team used the time between
ports to rework and remix the soundtrack, adding tunes for some characters
and changing around others. Both
soundtracks are available in the U.S.,
although the PS2 version may be now
out of print.
Tekken Tag Tournament is a new spin
on the Tekken universe. Fans who have
dreamed of seeing twin rulers of Iron
Fist don’t have to wait to see their battles. Ask our resident “Prince of the Iron
Fist” Jamie Mosley. He would gladly
give his seal of approval for this Tekken

entry to be included in his crown collection of games.

WANT MORE?
For more information
on the Tekken series
visit our archives at
gaminginsurrection.com.
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KI a golden choice for fighters
BY JAMIE MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Rare's Killer Instinct has always had a special place in
my heart. Just hearing the
name takes me back to a
time when arcades were
found in every mall and filled
with people waiting. Waiting
to play their favorite coin
muncher. Street Fighter, Mortal Kombat, Point Blank, Killer
Instinct and Virtual Fighter all
had a line of people dying to
show everyone who would
look their mad skills. The
world seemed very different
then. At least it was for Rare
and Midway.
Each company was on top
of the world, so to speak.
Rare was there for Killer Instinct and Donkey Kong
Country. I bet that title jogged
some memories out there.
Midway was at the top for
Mortal Kombat series. Midway also published Killer Instinct for the arcade for Rare.
Now, for those out there
keeping score, that's advantage Midway. Now both companies decided that Nintendo should have their
games. Back then, Nintendo
meant “mad cheddar.” If it
was on the Super Nintendo,
people had to get it. Now I
am not saying that the SNES
didn't have its fair share of
crap, no sir. I’m just saying
that if you had a SNES, at
some point you tried a lot of
games that you wouldn't normally try, play or acknowledged that you even heard of
it. But I digress.
Rare/Midway's Killer Instinct
is gold in my book for a few
reasons. In terms of a fighting game, it was somewhat
easy to learn how to play.
The game borrows attack
sets based off of Street
Fighter. So if you play any
Street Fighter … who am I
kidding … if you played any
fighting game you could pull
off some of the standard
moves in Killer Instinct.
It is also inspired by Mortal
Kombat and had finishing
moves so you could get your
murder on at the end of each
match.
Instead of pressing the necessary buttons in order to deliver the individual attacks
that form a combo, Killer Instinct had automatic combos
that were enabled by inputting a specific button or special move.
Ever played against someone who showed you no
mercy and put your favorite
character into a never-ending
combo?
Well, Killer Instinct allows
you to get revenge by having
Ultras. It operates like a standard combo, but this one allows the character to deliver
a long string of hits as a
combo finisher. It can have
as few as 20 or up to 80-plus
hits. Sweet, sweet justice.
The graphics of the game
are great. The SNES did a
great job showing most of the
colors that the arcade game
had. Although I am sure if
this game came out on the
Ultra 64 like it was planned,
then it would have been one
of the best-looking games of
the decade.
But since it came out on the
SNES, I would say that it
holds candle up to some of
14
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Killer Instinct was released in arcades in 1994 and for the Super Nintendo in August 1995.

Nintendo's best work like Super Mario RPG.
However, the game does
have some flaws.
I am not sure why the game
is set that some characters
have the advantage over
others,
like
it's
some
kind of strange character triangle.
For example, Riptor has an
advantage over Jago. No
real reason why, he just does.
But Orchid can mop the floor
with Riptor.

Jago can get his revenge
on Orchid for the trashing he
took from Riptor. It is extremely frustrating to deal
with at first, but then you
have to remember that all
fighting games have that system except for Capcom's
Pocket Fighter.
Overall, I say the game is
solid.
But if you’ve been playing
Killer Instinct Gold on the
N64 then this game will make
you do a monkey. If you just

want to have fun fighting, this
is a great game for experts
and beginners.

WATCH OUR VIDEOS
To see videos from featured
retrograde games, visit our
YouTube channel.
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F-Zero was released for the Super Nintendo in 1991. It is an early precursor to Super Mario Kart, which was also created by Shigeru Miyamoto.

F-Zero needs work before
leaving starting gate
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

If I never play F-Zero ever
again, my life as a gamer
won't end. That's probably
sacrilegious but I don't particularly care. This is one of
the few awful efforts from the
legendary Shigeru Miyamoto,
and I'm shocked that I even
have to write that.
While it could be said that
nearly everything the man
touches turns to gold, Wii
Music aside, Miyamoto failed
me on this travesty of a race
game. On a system such as
the Super Nintendo where
you have the excellent Super
Mario Kart from the same
man comes this stinker of a
racer.
The control is utterly awful. I
realize this is futuristic competition but come on, constantly sliding around the
track is unnecessary. And
while I'm sliding around this
track, can I get a sensation
of speed?
Yes, it's 16 bits but I never
really got the sense that I
was in the race at all; it just
seemed like I was moving
forward only because the
screen seemed to be advancing.
While the controls do the
game no favors, the music
absolutely made me consider turning it off.
There was nothing special
that made me think at any
point, “Gee, I want to keep
playing this to see where this
is going.”
Trite, hackneyed … nothing
worth fooling with other than
the Mute City theme, which
has been covered twice
since in Smash Bros. So
much more could have been
done with this title, so color
me not impressed.
And as boring as the music
was, the graphics were
worse.
Because there's no sensation of speed, the back-
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grounds really don't do anything to help the game.
It's a pixelated mess that
gave me a headache as I
tried to decipher what exactly the racecourses were
supposed to be. I shouldn't

be getting headaches from a
16-bit racing game.
I came into F-Zero expecting a little something better
than what I got.
Sure, we've all been exposed to the glory that is

Captain
Falcon,
but
his origins are shoddy at
best. Where's the storyline?
Where's the cool options to
upgrade a car?
Where's
the
awesome
backdrop of racing in a future time where racing is
possibly the only way to get
ahead in life?
Maybe I'm asking too much
from a Nintendo racer but it
seems a little hollow and illogical that someone with vision like Miyamoto let something like this slip past him to
the market. And I am aware
that later versions got a little
better. It's just that this is a
horrible start for a franchise
now so well known.
If ever a game deserved
the remake treatment that
Nintendo is so fond of
these days, F-Zero should
have been the first candidate.
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don't throw the title “child of the '80s”
around often. The definition is someone, like myself, that was born between the years 1975 to 1986 that remembers the pop culture of the era because they lived through it. Myself? I am a
quintessential child of that time. I remember WWF, Transformers, G.I. Joe, My Little
Pony, Cabbage Patch Kids, Rainbow Brite,
Jem and the Smurfs well. I got up on Saturday mornings to watch most of those
shows and when I got home from school it
was TMNT, Ducktales, Darkwing Duck and
the USA Cartoon Express all the way. So,
why are we rehashing all of these titles?
Simple: They had some of the best intro
themes of all time.
Don't get me wrong, the '90s had some
great stuff, too. XMen the Animated
Series, Fox's Spiderman, Doug, Goof
Troop. All are great
shows with excellent
introductions. So
what is it about this
these two periods of
animated television?
Was it because I
STRIP TALK
was young and inLyndsey Mosley
tune to music
through chorus at
school? Possibly. But more likely it's the
fact that this was the golden age of animation, a time when good cartoons were routinely introduced with flair, savvy and a
well-sung introduction that told you everything you needed to know about the show.
That's the crux of why this was such a good
time for animated television. Take, for example, Transformers. Everything you ever
needed to know about the Autobots and Decepticons, their battles and their affiliations
were told in 30 seconds through singing.
Same thing with Ducktales, Powerpuff Girls
and TMNT. Sometimes you didn't even need
singing to tell the story. X-Men's instrumental
intro famously showed the principal cast and
the fight of mutant kind.
As a child of the '80s it was hard not getting up to see many of these shows every
morning while getting ready for school.
Now, it's hard as an adult not to tear up
when I hear the instantly recognizable
themes of my childhood past. Thanks to
YouTube, I've found I'm not the only one
wishing for the return of the golden age of
cartoons. The '80s and '90s were the gold
standard for hooking an audience into a
show that may or may not have
shapeshifting robots, teenage mutant ninja
turtles or racecars, lasers, airplanes to
spin in Duckburg. I look forward to the day
when I have a child old enough to understand and appreciate the era that mom
learned about good animated television.
Lyndsey Mosley is editor of Gaming Insurrection and a
29-year-old proudly self-proclaimed child of the '80s. You can contact her via e-mail at editor@gaminginsurrection.com.

MOVIE REVIEW

MARVEL
CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

‘PUNISHER WAR ZONE’
Marvel Knights, 2008

NAME: Cain Marko
AFFILIATION: Brotherhood of Evil Mu-

tants, XX- Men

SPECIAL ABILITIES: Unstoppable force
once moving, superhuman strength, endurance and immortality through the gem of
Cyttorak.

Photo courtesy of ComicBookResource.com

Punisher War Zone, sta rring Ray Stevenson, is the third film in Marvel Comics’ Punisher
franchise.

Third time’s a charm for Punisher

I

f you can ignore the fact that this is
the third attempt at bringing Frank
Castle's tale to big screen, you will
love Punisher: War Zone.
This is really what every Punisher film
so far should have been: Gory, over-thetop action punctuated by the loss that
Castle suffers.
With his family and humanity lost to
senseless gang violence, Castle has to
go the route of the Punisher. There is no
other way and Lexi Alexander does an
excellent job digging into the motif of
Castle's desire to lose himself in death.
Using quick action shots, detailed costumes and a penchant for showing the
worst ways to kill a man, War Zone
achieves the effect that should have already been achieved by two previous
actors: Death by Punisher.
War Zone's Castle, Ray Stevenson, has
the look of a man consumed with rage
and revenge. He wears Castle's raw
emotions on his face well, and he makes
an excellent dark anti-hero mired in a
cesspool of a city.
Dominic West (who was also in last
quarter's review subject 300) is also excellent. Villains have become his strong
suit and Jigsaw is a testament to his ability to take a character, immerse and

HOW WE GRADE
We score the properties in three categorie s: Casting
(or voice acting in case of animated), plot and similarities to its source material. Each category receives
points out of the maximum of 10 per category and
30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

make himself unrecognizable. Doug Hutchinson is a surprise standout as well.
Having impressed us in his previous
soap opera roles, he plays mentally insane well here. The other characters
are rather stereotypical but they
don't necessarily get in the way of the
story.
Overall Punisher: War Zone should
have had a better draw in the movie industry. It received a bad rap because of
its late-to-the-party status and drama
surrounding production, but it really is a
good adaptation of a comic book franchise and deserves to put ahead of the
other attempts to bring the Punisher to
the big screen.
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Casting: 9
Plot: 8
Like the comics?: 10
Overall rating: 9

BACKGROUND: Cain Marko became
part of Charles Xavier's family through
the marriage of his father and Xavier's mother. Cain bullied Charles
at any opportunity because of several factors, including the fact that
his father was abusive and because Cain was jealous of Charles'
success and intelligence. Later,
Cain joined the army and was
sent to Korea. It was here during an expedition that Cain
stumbled upon the Gem
of Cyttorak, an artifact
of a lost civilization.
Upon reading the
inscription, Cain
was transformed
into a living avatar
of the gem. He was
lost in a cave-in shortly
after that took years for him
to dig his way out of. The
gem, however, sustained
him. He has no need of
food, water or oxygen.
He is immortal and
once moving is an
unstoppable force
through the magic of
the gem. He is not,
however, a mutant. According to classified documents on the X-Men adversaries, Cain is a mystical being and avatar of a god.
He has menaced the XMen since though in alternate universes such
as the Age of Apocalypse, he has
been part of the
group that he hates with all of his being.
Juggernaut is also known as a freelance
worker for hire, sometimes teaming with
Black Tom Cassidy or working with the
Brotherhood of Evil Mutants.

APPEARANCES IN OTHER MEDIA: Marvel vs. Capcom (arcade), Marvel vs. Capcom 2 (arcade), X- Men Legends
(PlayStation 2/Xbox), Marvel Ultimate Alliance (Wii/Xbox 360/PlayStation 3), X- Men
the Animated Series,
Series X- Men: The Last
Stand (film), X- Men Legends II: Rise of
Apocalypse (PlayStation 2/Xbox), X- Men:
Next Dimension (Xbox/PlayStation 2/
RELATIONSHIPS: Charles Xavier,
Xavier step- GameCube), X- Men: Evolution,
Evolution Wolverine
brother. David Heller (Legion), uncle.
and the XX- Men animated series,
series SpiderSpiderMan & The XX- Men in Arcade's Revenge
X- Men (NES), X- Men
FIRST VERSUS GAME APPEARANCE: X- (SNES), Uncanny XMen vs. Street Fighter
(arcade), Marvel Super Heroes (arcade).
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Death Note Volume 2 fills out its
pages with interesting twists

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP—BEST MUTANT POWERS EDITION

P

reviously in Otaku I reviewed the manga Death
Note, which tells the story
of high school ace Light
Yagami who finds a death note, a
notebook with the power to kill
anyone whose name is written in
it.
Light, learning of the death
note’s powers, decides to use it to
kill off criminals. However, when
criminals worldwide start dying
simultaneously, the authorities
send in L, a legendary detective
to track down the killer. In volume
two, the battle between Light aka
“Kira” and L rages on when Light
uses Kirchro Osoreda, one of his
reserved criminals to lure out
Raye Pember, a member of the
FBI team sent to Japan at L’s request to investigate members of
the NPA’s Kira Task Force who are
suspected of leaking information
on Kira. When Osoreda dies and
Pember’s identity is known, Light
quickly hatches a plan which results in not just Pember but all of
the FBI agents in Japan dying simultaneously.
As a result, L is forced to not
only reveal himself, but also to rely
on the remaining six members of
the NPA task force, including
Light’s father.
At this point in the story, I’m still
in awe of how Light has evolved
from a model high school student
to an individual of pure evil, who
believes that his actions are shaping a better world. He proves this
when he kills Naomi Misora,
Rayes’ fiancé and a former FBI
agent who was close to revealing
Light as Kira.
As volume 2 continues, L, now
going by the name Ryuzaki, is not
out of the battle yet by providing
the task force with fake police IDs
in addition to making his hotel
room the secret HQ for the Kira
investigation.
Suspicious that Kira can still access classified information from
the NPA, Ryuzaki increases the
psychological warfare by placing
a hidden camera and listening
devices in the final two homes
Pember was investigating where
the Yagami family are suspects.
Light, in the final pages of volume two, discovers that he is under surveillance and hatches a
plan to counter Ryuzaki’s efforts
using Ryuk to find the cameras.
Readers picking up the second
volume of Death Note will not be
disappointed, since Tsugumi
Obata has kept the plot fresh from
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SUPERMAN
INVISIBLE FORCE FIELD AURA
AS THE MAN OF STEEL CAN ATTEST, HIS FORCE
FIELD IS JUST THAT: A COATING OF STEEL. IT
TAKES A LOT TO HARM THE BLUE-AND-RED SAVIOR OF METROPOLIS AND MOSTLY WHAT CAN
HURT HIM IS NOT OF EARTH. HIS NATURAL KRYPTONIAN INVISIBLE AURA HAS SAVED HIS LIFE
ON MORE THAN ONE OCCASION.

NIGHTCRAWLER
TELEPORTATION
THE BLUE DEVIL-LOOKING X-MAN OF
MARVEL TELEPORTS HIMSELF AND OTHERS

DR. MANHATTAN
TIME AND MOLECULAR SHIFTING
CREATED BY A PHYSICS ACCIDENT IN 1959,
DR. MANHATTAN IS ONE OF THE WORLD’S

BY ACCESSING ANOTHER DIMENSION.

MOST PRO MINENT SUPERHEROES. HE’S ALSO

JUST THE FACT THAT HE CAN ACCESS THIS

ABLE TO SEE THE PAST AND THE FUTURE

“OTHER PLACE” NEGATES THE SUPPOSED

RELATIVE TO HIM, AND HE CAN CREATE OR

ROTTEN EGG SMELL THAT IS ASSOCIATED

DESTROY ON A MOLECULAR LEVEL. BLUE-

WITH HIS ABILITY. BAMPF, INDEED.

SKINNED, HOT AND GENIUS-MINDED, DR.
MANHATTAN IS DC’S CRONOS.

Photos courtesy of the Marvel and DC Wikias

CHARLES XAVIER
MIND READING

Photo courtesy of Amazon.com

OTAKU
Brandon Beatty
the start of the series. His writing
has ensured that Death Note is

more than a regular who-done-it
mystery.
The master talents of artist Takeshi Obata will not disappoint
manga otaku. He regularly successfully mixes supernatural and
physical elements with few
hitches.
The stage is set. Two chosen
people are fighting in a battle
destined to be one of ages. Who
will win?
Stay tuned as we continue to review a supernatural mystery
manga that’s taking the world by
storm.
Contributing Editor Brandon Beatty can be
reached at gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com.

APOCALYPSE
MOLECULAR SHIFTING

THE SMARTEST MAN IN THE
WORLD AND AN OMEGA-LEVEL

EVEN THOUGH THE MARVEL VILLAIN HAS ALTERED
THE FUTURE AND THE PAST ON MANY OCCASIONS,
APOCALYPSE IS STILL AWESOME. HIS ABILITY TO
SHIFT HIS MASS AND SIZE AT WILL MAKES HIM ONE
OF THE WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS IF NOT UNBEATABLE FOES. HIS MUTANT ABILITY HAS ALSO ALLOWED HIM TO LIVE FOR MORE THAN 5,000 YEARS.

MUTANT, PROFESSO R X ’S INTELLIGENCE AND MINDREADING ABILITY MAKE HIM A
GREAT ALLY FOR PEACE AND A

BEYOND-DANGEROUS FOE IF
HE EVER WENT EVIL (READ:
ONSLAUGHT).
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Strip Life
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY

* Special thanks to Spriters Resource for the E. Honda background. Street Fighter II is a trademark of Capcom.
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the strip

online this quarter
Video this
quarter

This quarter’s
feature

podcasts

Features
podcasts

Video game fashion

Gaming Insurrection takes a look at what
characters wear in the gaming industry. We also
show off our love of cosplay at Columbia,
S.C.’s, Nashicon 2010!
podcasts

1stQ2010

Borderlands

2ndQ2010

F-Zero
3rdQ2010

Editor’s Weekly Podcast
Gaming Insurrection editors
shoot the breeze on a variety of topics
in a sometimes weekly podcast series

SSFII X
online this quarter

Mario All-Stars
19

Visit our archives

www.gaminginsurrection.com/archives.htm

Visit our
affiliate

PlayAsia.com

save the date

October 2010
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri
1

•

3

4

5

•
•
•
•
10

11

12

•
•
•
17

18

25

Oops! ( Wii)

6

7

8

9

13

14

15

16

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

Sengoku Basara: Sam urai Heroes (X360,
PS3)
Medal of Honor (X360, PS3)
Arcania: Gothic 4 ( X360, PS3)

19

•
•
•
•
24

Beyblade: Metal Fusion ( Wii)
NBA 2K11 (ALL)
Tw o Worlds II (X360, PS3)
Enslaved: Journey to the West (X360, PS3)
NBA Elite 11( X360, PS3)

Sat
2

Nail’d ( X360, PS3)
EA Sports MMA (X360, PS3)
Saw II: Flesh & Blood (X360, PS3)
Vanquish (X360, PS3)

26 Your Sh ape: Fitness Evolved (X360, PS3)
• WWE Sm ackdow n! vs. Raw 2011 (ALL)
• Ro ck Band 3 (ALL)
• Star Wars: The Force Unleashed II (ALL)
• Bloo d Drive ( PS3)

31

save the date
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November 2010
Sun

Mon
1

Tue
2

Wed
3

8

9

•
•
•
•
•
•

6

10

11

12

13

18

19

20

25

26

27

16 Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood (X360, PS3)
• Need for Speed Hot Pursuit (ALL)
• Dance Central (X360)
• EA Sports Active NFL Training Cam p
(X360, PS3)
• Naruto Shippuden: Dr agon Blade Chronicles (Wii)

17

21

22

23

24

22

29

Gran Turism o 5 (PS3)
Goldeneye 007 ( Wii)

Apache Air Assault (X360, PS3)
Monster Jam : Path of Destruction (ALL)
Call of Duty: Black Ops (ALL)
Sonic Colors (Wii)
Raving Rabbids : Travel in Tim e (Wii)
Tom Clancy’s HAWX 2 (Wii)

15

28

Sat

5

14

•

Fri

4

•
•

7

Thu

Max Payne 3 ( X360, PS3)

•
•
•
•

Kinect Sports (X360)
Kinect Joy Ride
Kinectim als
Kinect Adventures

30

save the date

December 2010
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

save the date
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January 2011
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

•
•

30

24

Dead Space 2 (X360, PS3)
Mass Effect 2 ( PS3)

31

save the date

